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About the program: 

Many organizations are now using Audio / Video conference calls for cost-effective communication among its 

employees in various locations. They also use conference calls to discuss with clients on-shore and off-shore. 

To conduct an effective conference call the chair-person as well as all the participants should possess certain 

skills and qualities. The vacuum created by the absence of visual elements in an audio conference call need to 

be adequately compensated by relevant verbal skills. 

Conducting an effective conference call requires a very clear planning in many aspects. 

Program Delivery: 

During the training session conducted for employees of Aon-Hewitt we have used different methods of delivery 

to enable participants to get an idea about a real conference call. There were exercises on “listening skills” using 

audio-clips. Participants were also given text scripts and then were tested on how best they could speak (read) 

them. Later their voice and method of speaking was compared to a professionally recorded voice. This helped 

participants to understand where they need to improve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Participants are taking 

notes during a 

“Listening Exercise”. 

Trainer taught them 

to note down only the 

key words and then to 

reproduce sentences 

as per context of 

subject. 

Participants are 

watching a simulated 

conference call video 

to understand a few 

important “Do’s” and 

“Don’ts” of Effective 

Conference Calls. 



 
 

 
 

Group Discussions on an assignment 

 

  

One of the teams making a presentation on a topic given to them 

  



 
 

In their words, about the program 

S.No Name of 
Participant 

Overall 
Rating 

Qualitative Feedback by the participant 

1 Praveen Kumar R Good The session was interactive and good 

2 Sheik Abdul 
Khadar U 

Good Planning a conference Call and preparing content for communication are interesting and 
useful. It would have been excellent if we had more games and exercises 

3 Ragini P Good The program was good. It engaged me throughout. Please provide some more interactive 
sessions and it will more good. 

4 Kamalkali 
Chakraborthy 

Good The "Dos and Don'ts of CC" was useful. More interaction with the participants is needed.  

5 Vinodhini Rahini K Good The training was very effective and efficient. The trainer was successful in delivering the 
content. The role play could have been done in a better manner by giving chance to all. 

6 Pavithra B Good Business English Part, Do's & Don't of CC were useful. Role-plays could have been better 

7 Mohana Priya R Good The entire class was very useful & I will attend the forthcoming conference call with 
more confidence. 

8 Kasthri K M Good Formula for effective communication was interesting and good. Conduct more interactive 
sessions. 

9 Shravya R Excellent All videos were very interesting and Do's and Don'ts of CC was useful. There is no other 
suggestion, as the session is too good. 

10 Nancy Mary J Excellent The tips on listening skills was more useful. Increase more participation activities. 

11 Veerabahu S G Excellent PCVPC Communication style, Video clips regarding conference calls & Do's & Don'ts 
were useful and interesting.  Making everyone to participate will be encouraging. 

12 Selvakumr 
Muthusamy 

Excellent Do's & Don'ts in the Conf.Call was useful. I have learned how to react during my con.calls. 
Can include more activities, rest of them are perfect. 

13 Rohit Prasad S V Excellent It was the part of planning wherein we have to take notes on a CC to get better 
understanding of CC. This was interesting. It was a very good session and can be made a 
bit more interactive. 

14 Vignesh R Excellent I would say the communication formula was new and very useful for me. Overall the 
session was good. Had a knowledge about listening skills 

15 Kanmani N T E Excellent In my point of view, the multi-media interactive session and PCVPC concept session were 
more useful and interesting. It helped me to observe, listen and plan carefully before I 
conduct a meeting. I suggest that the trainer should explain about each topic in the 
beginning to make us more comfortable. 

16 Karthikeyan R Excellent According to me the most interesting part was PCVPC which was new to me and really 
helpful. The visual on horse movement and the explanations were nice. Hearing to an 
audio and answering to the questions was a good exercise. It was good session - but 
listening exercises can be increased. 

17 Renish B Excellent Group discussions were interesting and helpful. Commonly used phrases should be 
taught. 

18 Raj Kiran R Excellent I liked the "closing the loop" questions and interactive sessions. Live demos of conf.calls 
were useful. 

19 Mithra G Excellent Tips for making effective conf.calls was useful. The session was really very good. Add some 
more activities. 

20 Saritha T.S. Excellent The session was very useful. Difference between "general English" & "business English", 
Animation part, Communication formula were interesting and useful. I have not 
participated in any CC yet. However from the Videos played, Tips provided and 
explanations on Do's and Don'ts gave me confidence to attend future Conf.calls. 
Information regarding prior planning for a CONF.CALL was also very useful. 

 

  

  



 
 

 

Number of 
Participants 

20 

Rating as "GOOD" 8 

Rating as 
"EXCELLENT" 

12 

Overall Rating / 
out of 5 

4.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Overall Rating 

obtained: 4.6 

 out of  5 

.  

  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME TO VIEW THIS SYNOPSIS 

  

  


